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Company Exceeds 400 Academic Tutors

Sometimes asking for help can be hard. Student Helpmate, however, tries to make it as easy as
possible for students to find help. Now, with a tutoring force exceeding 400, it’s easier than ever
for students to get the academic assistance they need. With finals looming, now is the perfect
time to get some help.

Lancaster, PA (PRWEB) December 07, 2011 -- Sometimes asking for help can be hard. Student Helpmate,
however, tries to make it as easy as possible for students to find help. Now, with a tutoring force exceeding 400,
it’s easier than ever for students to get the academic assistance they need. With finals looming, now is the
perfect time to get some help.

Student Helpmate connects you with tutors who can help them sort through questions. Some tutors are fellow
students who have already been through a particular course and know what to expect, while others are
professionals in their field who can broaden a students’ knowledge of the subject. Still others are professors and
teachers who can tailor their tutoring sessions to a student’s unique learning style.

Many colleges have tutoring programs for math and writing, but nothing official set up for other subjects. The
hours for tutoring centers are often limited. What makes Student Helpmate unique is that you don’t necessarily
need to build your schedule around tutoring. Rather, you can build tutoring into your schedule. At 2:00 in the
morning, when everyone is sleeping and you’re up jamming for a test or cranking out a paper, Student
Helpmate is available. If you’re behind in studying of if you feel the information is above your head, the
company has many options and resources available.

With the tutoring company’s live chat option, students can speak with their tutor in real time and get live
feedback. Student Helpmate also offers an extensive database of information. A unique aspect of the company
is that you are able to view profiles and pick your tutor.

From frequently asked questions and relevant sample papers to assistance with research, Student Helpmate has
the bases covered. Student Helpmate also offers proofreading, translation and a host of other services.

There is no shame in getting academic assistance. If anonymity is desired, however, Student Helpmate is a great
option.

www.studenthelpmate.com
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Contact Information
Customer Service
Student Helpmate
http://www.studenthelpmate.com
(866) 386-2656

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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